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Prior work suggests the Chinese reflexive ziji (‘self’) can be bound by a long-distance (LD) antecedent 
when the antecedent is a perspective center or an empathy locus (Pan’97; Huang & Liu’01; Charnavel 
et al.’17; Pan & Hu’02; Wang & Pan’15). An empathy locus is the person whose mental perspective the 
speaker assumes. The crucial evidence cited to support empathy-based accounts of ziji is the well-
known blocking effect in sentences like ‘Mingi said that Ik/youk verbed ziji*i/k.’ The blocking effect refers to 
the phenomenon where LD binding of ziji by the non-local matrix subject is not allowed when the 
local antecedent is 1st/2nd person pronoun. This is attributed to the higher perspectival/empathic 
status of local 1st/2nd person pronouns overriding that of the matrix subject (e.g., Ming).  

Broadly speaking, these patterns can be attributed to ziji preferring salient/prominent antecedents, 
if we assume that (i) empathy loci (referents whose mental perspectives we assume) are more 
prominent than non-empathy loci and (ii) 1st/2nd person referents are inherently more prominent. 
Under this view, the basic idea is that some referents are more prominently/saliently represented or 
encoded in our mental representations than others, and that ziji prefers higher-prominence referents. 
However, while this idea of ziji being ‘prominence-sensitive’ is intuitively appealing, it needs to be 
more rigorously tested. If this idea is on the right track, it predicts that ziji should also be sensitive to 
other linguistic properties known to correlate with prominence. In the present work we test two such 
properties, on the level of discourse representation and syntactic representation respectively, namely 
(i) topicality and (ii) grammatical prominence. 

To assess whether ziji is sensitive to discourse-level prominence, Exp.1-2 test whether, in the 
presence of a local 3rd person name (non-blocker), the availability of the non-local antecedent is 
boosted when that non-local referent is made more prominent by giving it the status of a discourse 
topic. To assess whether ziji is sensitive to grammatical prominence, Exp.3-4 test whether, in the 
presence of a 1st person pronoun (blocker), the strength of the blocking effect is sensitive to the 
grammatical role of the blocker (i.e. whether the 1st person pronoun is in subject vs. object position), 
given that subjects are more structurally prominent than objects.  

Furthermore, all four studies also test effects of verb semantics, in particular whether the verb 
immediately preceding ziji is self-oriented, leading one to expect that ziji will refer to the local subject 
(e.g. Ming heard the professor published ziji’s paper) or other-oriented, leading one to expect that ziji will 
refer to the non-local antecedent (e.g. Ming heard the professor graded ziji’s paper). The verb manipulation 
allows us to test to what extent the interpretation of ziji is influenced by factors other than discourse 
prominence and grammatical prominence. All studies use the same kind of forced-choice question-
answering task (e.g. answering the question “whose paper is it?”) 

Discourse prominence: Exp. 1 (38 participants) and Exp. 2 (31 participants) tested sentences 
like (1a,b), using ziji (‘self’) and ta-ziji (‘s/he-self’) respectively. We tested ta-ziji in Exp.2 to compare 
to Exp. 1 as prior work assumes it is not sensitive to empathy loci (Pan’98). Each study manipulated 
Context (biased vs. neutral) and Verb bias (self- vs. other-directed). A biased context introduces the 
non-local antecedent (Ming in (1a)) as the discourse topic; a neutral context does not privilege any 
antecedent. This context sentence was followed by the target sentence. Self-directed verbs are more 
compatible with local readings and other-directed verbs are more compatible with a non-local reading.  

 

(1a) Biased context (nonlocal antecedent = discourse topic) Ming is a good student in the class.  
During class, he heard Prof. Wang just {publishedSELF /gradedOTHER} (ta)ziji-GEN academic paper. 
(1b) Neutral context (no discourse topic) Today is the day for the literature class.  
During class, Ming heard Prof. W. just {publishedSELF/gradedOTHER} (ta)ziji-GEN academic paper. 
 

Grammatical-role prominence: Exp. 3 (50 subjects) tested sentences like (2a), where the 1st 



person blocker “I” is in subject position. Exp. 4 (48 subjects) tested sentences where the 1st person 
blocker is in object position (“me”). The context sentence always introduced the non-local antecedent 
as the discourse topic. In target sentences, Blocker (1st/3rd) and Verb bias (self/other) were manipulated.  
 

(2a) First-person vs. third-person referent in subject position: Ming is a good student in the class.  
During class, he heard {I/Prof. Wang} just {published/graded} ziji-GEN academic paper. 
(2b) First-person vs. third-person referent in object position: Ming is a good student in the class.  
During class, he told {me/others} Prof. W. just{published/graded} ziji-GEN academic paper. 
 

The results – shown as the proportion of local-antecedent 
interpretations of ziji – are shown in the figures. Exp. 1 (ziji) 
reveals main effects of Context and Verb bias (glmer in R, 
ps<.005), but no interaction: The preference for the local 
antecedent is weaker in the presence of a topical non-local 
referent (black bars lower than grey bars). This provides 
evidence for ziji exhibiting prominence sensitivity on the discourse-
level. Additionally, self-directed verbs elicit overwhelmingly 
more local interpretations than other-directed verb: strong 
effects of verb bias. In contrast, Exp.2 (ta-ziji) reveals no 
significant effect of context (no effect of topicality), although 
we see a numeric trend. However, there was a robust verb bias 
effect (p<.001) in the predicted direction (contra Lu’11).  

Exp. 3 (blocker “I” in subj position) showed main effects of 
Verb bias (p<.001) and Blocker type (p<.001), and a Verb x 
Blocker interaction (p<.001). Pairwise comparisons suggest 
that the 1st-person blocking effect only reached significance 
with other-directed verbs. This is to be expected, given that the 
blocker is only ‘relevant’ when there is a non-local binding 
tendency in the first place (if ziji is interpreted as having a local 
antecedent, the blocker is redundant). 

When we compare Exp. 4 (blocker “me” in obj position) to 
Exp. 3, it becomes clear that the blocking effect is weaker in 
Exp.4 with other-directed verbs (first black bar) compared to 
Exp.3: When verb semantics pushes people to look for the 
non-local antecedent, ‘me’ is less effective at blocking the non-
local search than ‘I’. This provides evidence for prominence sensitivity 
on the grammatical level (subject vs. object.) (Exp4 has no Verb x 
Blocker interaction. This may be due to differences in 
source/perceiver structure of the matrix verbs used in Exp.4. 
See Kaiser et al.’09; Slogget’17 for related work) 

Discussion This study has produced several novel 
findings. In line with the idea that ziji prefers higher-
prominence referents, we find that ziji is sensitive to prominence on (i) the discourse level (topic 
presence/absence), and on (ii) the grammatical role level (subj/obj blocker), in addition to the person-
feature level (1st/2nd person blocking). The grammatical-role effects show that the blocking effect 
varies as a function of the blocker’s structural prominence: when the 1st person blocker is a non-
local/non-c-commanding object, blocking is weaker. Verb bias plays a crucial role with both ziji and 
ta-ziji, highlighting the impact of pragmatic/semantic information. Lastly, we speculate that logophoric 
role (source/perceiver) of the (matrix) antecedent might also modulate binding preferences.  



THE INTERACTION OF PLURALS AND CLASSIFIERS IN KHMER
Ivanna Richardson, Univeristy of Ottawa

THESIS. In this paper I show that Khmer (Cambodian) allows both plural morphology and clas-
sifiers to surface together (1), contrary to the typological predictions by both Borer (2005) and
Chierchia (1998).

(1) Pu
Uncle

mien
has

kon.srey
daughter

toiP.toiP
small-small.PL

bey
three

ni@P.
person.CL

‘Uncle has three small daughters.’

The plural is indictated by the reduplicated adjective, toiP.toiP ‘small’and in example (1) surfaces
with the classifier ni@P. The analysis proposed here shows that the Khmer classifier is a different
kind of classifier than those analyzed by Borer and Chierchia. The classifier is dependent on the
numeral for grammaticality rather than the reverse, as is found in languages like Mandarin (Bale &
Coon, 2014). The Khmer classifier is not in complementary distribution with the plural. The paper
supports Borer’s analysis of the plural, positing a specific structural position for the plural.

DATA. Khmer is the official language of Cambodia and has 15 million speakers world wide. It is
a member of the Mon-Khmer language family. The word order is SVO and the syntactic structure
is head initial. Khmer nouns are bare. They are interpreted as GENERAL NUMBER, meaning that
they are underspecified for number. They do not have an inherent singular or plural interpretation,
instead they can be best translated as meaning ‘one or more’(Rullman and You, 2006).

The Khmer classifier appears to be dependent on an overt cardinal for grammaticality, as the ex-
amples (2-4) show.

(2) Pu
Uncle

mien
has

kon.srey
daughter

bey.
3.

‘Uncle has three daughters.’

(3) Pu
Uncle

mien
has

kon.srey
daughter

bey
3

ni@P
person.CL

‘Uncle has three daughters.’

(4) *Pu
Uncle

mien
mien

kon.srey
daughter

ni@P
person.CL

‘Uncle has one or more daughters.’

In examples (2) the noun kon srey ‘daughter’ and cardinal bey ‘three’ surface together. Example (3)
adds the classifier ni@P ‘person’ to the same phrase. Both utterances are grammatical. However,
example (4) shows only the noun kon srey ‘daughter’ and the classifier ni@P ‘person’ and this
utterance is ungrammatical. The Khmer classifier requires the cardinal to be present in order for
the utterance to be grammatical. This relationship with cardinals is not unexpected, Bale and Coon
(2014) explore a similar phenomenon in Quechua and Mik’maq.

Khmer adjectives may reduplicate and one of the circumstances of reduplication also triggers a
plural interpretation, example (6).

(5) srey
woman

toiP.
small.GENERAL NUMBER.

‘One or more small girls.’

(6) srey
woman

toiP-toiP
small-small.PL

‘Small girls.’
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In examples (5) and (6) the noun is modified by an adjective. In the first instance, (5), the noun
is interpreted as GENERAL NUMBER and the modification by the adjective does not change that
interpretation. In the second instance, (6), the adjective is reduplicated and the noun now has a
plural interpretation. The analysis of Nez Perce in Deal (2016) also shows adjectives marking
plural, while the nouns did not, as well as adjective reduplicating with plural morphology. Khmer
is not novel: there is at least one other instance of adjectives, alone, exponing plural.

PUZZLE AND THEORY In a response to and a critique of Chierchia (1998), Borer (2005) posits
that all nouns have a default mass interpretation. Borer argues that nouns are all ‘undivided’
when they enter the structure. In order to become count or countable, nouns must be divided by
something in the structure. Borer argues count or number on nouns is inherently grammatical
and tied to the structure, rather than lexical indexing. Under Borer’s analysis plural is a structural
position in the derivation that can house, not only canonical plural morphology, in the form of
agreement affixes, but also any case where a noun appears to be divided into countable entities.
Borer posits a Divo, a divider head, merged above NP and responsible for the division of nouns.
With this proposed structure plurals are ‘stuff dividers’, as are other number type elements, such as
the classifiers we find in Mandarin. They both assign range to an open value in the head of DivP.
Following from the function of the Div0 Borer proposes that plural morphology and classifiers
will never surface in the same structure together, although a language may exhibit them separately.
Plural and classifiers are posited as giving range to the same open value in Div0, hence they are in
complementary distribution.

The Khmer data contradicts this prediction: both its classifier and the reduplicated adjective, that
triggers a plural interpretation, may surface together, as in the first example (1).

SOLUTION The hypothesis is that the classifier we find in Khmer is not merged with Divo, but is
merged in the head of #P, where the cardinal is also located in the Specifier of #P. Evidence for
such a view comes from the fact that the classifier is dependent on the cardinal for grammaticality.
Further, I posit that a plural RED (reduplicative) morpheme is merged in the specifier of DivP,
ranging over the open value in Divo. This RED requires another head to reduplicate and the closest
head is the adjective. Therefore, the adjective moves to the spec of DivP and after vocabulary
insertion, and according to the phonological specifications, it reduplicates.

CONCLUSION The occurrence of Khmer plural and classifiers together, presents an important
counter-example to the typological claim that classifiers and plural cannot surface together. The
literature and especially Chierchia’s work on mass and count have assumed this typology of clas-
sifiers and plural. Having a clear counter example offers an opportunity to test claims made with
respect to the interaction of mass and count, plural, and classifiers.

SELECTED RERFERENCES Bale, A., Coon, J. (2014). Classifiers are for numerals, not for nouns:
Consequences for the mass/count distinction. Linguistic Inquiry, 45(4), 695-707. Borer, H. (2005). Struc-
turing Sense, volume I. Name only, 2. Chierchia, G. (1998). Plurality of mass nouns and the notion of
“semantic parameter”. In Events and grammar (pp. 53-103). Springer, Dordrecht. Deal, A. R. (2016). Plu-
ral exponence in the Nez Perce DP: a DM analysis. Morphology, 26(3-4), 313-339. Rullmann, H., You,
A. (2006). General number and the semantics and pragmatics of indefinite bare nouns in Mandarin Chinese.
Where semantics meets pragmatics, 175-196.
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The competitive relationship between linguistic perception and production when learning an
unfamiliar sound contrast

Zoë Haupt, Tillena Trebon, Maggie Wallace, Orion Wesson, Melissa Baese-Berk, Zachary Jaggers
University of Oregon, Department of Linguistics

Introduction
This research investigates the connection between perception and production when

learning to discriminate between unfamiliar sounds. It is commonly assumed that humans use the
same neural mechanisms for recognizing a spoken sound and producing a sound. If this
assumption is correct, when we get better at perceiving sounds, we should also get better at
producing them, and vice versa. However, previous research suggests that the relationship
between perception and production of new sounds may be competitive (Baese-Berk & Samuel,
2016; Baese-Berk, 2019).

Research Questions
1. What is the relationship between linguistic perception and production while learning to

discriminate between an unfamiliar sound contrast?
2. Does one get better at perceiving the differences between the two sounds by producing

them?

Methods
To answer these questions, L1 English participants were trained to discriminate between

an unfamiliar sound contrast of dental-retroflex consonants. English speakers do not need to
attend to the acoustic differences between dental and retroflex plosives because this sound
distinction is not utilized in English. Thus, English speakers have difficulty categorizing dental
and retroflex plosive consonants into separate phonological categories. The experiments were
designed using an ABX discrimination task and consisted of a pretest, training period, and a
post-test. During the ABX task, participants heard stimuli along the dental retroflex /ɖ/–/d/
continuum. The stimuli were created along a 6-step continuum where each step represents the
gradual shift from dental sounds to retroflex sounds. Steps 1-3 would be categorized as dental,
and steps 4-6 as retroflex. If robust perceptual learning occurs, it would be expected that
participants show the most improvement in discriminating between steps 3-4, or the categorical
boundary between the dental and retroflex sounds. There were two training conditions. In the
“Perception and Production” condition, participants produced the sounds after hearing them
during training. In the “Perception Only” condition, participants did not produce sounds during
training.

Results
Figure 1 shows the participants’ performance on the dental-retroflex discrimination task

in the pretest and posttest. In the pretest, both Perception Only and Perception and Production
groups perform near chance across the entire sound continuum, indicating that both groups were
unable to discriminate between the tokens. In the posttest, the Perception Only participants
performed above chance level, suggesting they learned to perceive the difference between the
sounds they were trained on. However, the Perception and Production group still performed at
chance level across the sound continuum and did not learn to discriminate between the



unfamiliar sound contrast. These results replicate some previous findings, using a novel sound
contrast with a new group of participants.

Fig. 1. Accuracy on the ABX discrimination task, before and after training. Left panel: Pretest and posttest results for the
Perception Only group. Right panel: Pretest and posttest results for the Perception & Production group.

Discussion & Conclusion
Our research challenges traditional assumptions of the relationship between perception

and production during learning by showing that the relationship between perceiving and
producing new sounds can, in some cases, be competitive with training in one modality
disrupting learning in another. Our research reveals that producing new sounds while learning to
discriminate between those sounds can hinder perceptual learning. Our results are consistent with
recent research, which also suggests that perception and production may not utilize the same
neural mechanisms. These results shed light on the complexity of second language acquisition.
Understanding the relationship between linguistic perception and production is essential for
optimizing second language teaching methods and for understanding how humans acquire
language.

References:
Baese-Berk, M. M. (2019). Interactions between speech perception and production during

learning of novel phonemic categories. Attention, Perception, & Psychophysics, 81(4),
981-1005.

Baese-Berk, Melissa & Samuel, Arthur. (2016). Listeners beware: Speech production may be bad
for learning speech sounds. Journal of Memory and Language. 89, 23-36.



Mirativity as temporally-specified knowledge acquisition: a Shanghai Wu case study  
Lingzi Zhuang 

Cornell University 
MAIN CONTRIBUTION. This paper presents a novel case of mirativity, Shanghai Wu ghikaon, which has two 
important features: it is not an evidential, unlike most miratives discussed in the literature, and it has both present- 
and past-time readings. I analyze its mirative semantics as speaker’s temporally-specified knowledge acquisition 
of the scope proposition. Shanghai Wu contributes at least two missing insights to the conceptual puzzle over 
mirativity: (i) it shows that although distinct from evidentiality, mirativity is not reducible to counterexpectation 
(pace Simeonova 2015, Salanova & Carol 2016); rather, it primarily concerns speaker’s acquisition of new infor-
mation (thus confirming AnderBois 2018). (ii) Temporally, mirativity is not inherently tied to present/speech time 
(pace Smirnova 2013), as knowledge acquisition may occur either at or before speech time (cf. Koev 2017). 
BACKGROUND. The majority of work on the semantics of mirativity is based on mirative uses of evidentials [e.g. 
Bulgarian (Smirnova 2013 a.o.), Turkish (Aksu-Koç & Slobin 1986 a.o.), Gitksan (Peterson 2010), Cheyenne 
(Rett & Murray 2013), etc.]. Thus, existing analyses of mirativity differ widely on how, or even whether, to distin-
guish mirativity from evidentiality: while Rett & Murray (2013) explicitly unify speaker expectation with the 
indirect evidential base, others variously seek to analyze mirativity as a temporal relation (Smirnova 2013), a 
Quantity implicature (Peterson 2010), counterexpectation (Simeonova 2015, Salanova & Carol 2016), or cogni-
tive surprise (Peterson 2016). To advance, empirical cases of non-evidential mirativity are much needed. 
NOVEL DATA. The Shanghai Wu (“Shanghainese”, abbr. SHW) sentence-final particle ghikaon is a non-evidential 
mirative. It conveys that the speaker has had a revelation about the scope proposition in the simple sense of 
realizing or coming to know p [compare (1a-b)]. I call this KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION (KA). This is diagnosed by 
the felicity of follow-ups asserting KA about p (2a), and the infelicity of any follow-up denying KA about p (2b).  

(1) a. lahlah loh yu. 
  PROG fall rain 

                ‘It’s raining.’       

 
 

        ‘It’s raining, I just learned/it turns out.’ 

b. lahlah loh yu ghikaon. 
 PROG fall rain MIR 

(2) Follow-ups to (1b) 
a. ✓ ngo káonkaon ze shiauteh/fahciuih. 
 1SG just.now EXCL know/realize 

           ‘I only realized just now.’    

 
 

     # ‘I knew it all along.’ 

b. # ngo lautsau zieu shiauteh lah. 
 1SG long.before INCL know PFV 

KA AND MIRATIVE PROPERTIES. Mirative sentences with ghikaon are assertions: infelicity of follow-ups denying 
the scope proposition p (3) shows the speaker is committed to the truth of p.  

(3) lahlah loh yu ghikaon. # Jizeh meh lah loh. 
 PROG fall rain MIR    in.fact NEGevent PROG fall 

           ‘It’s raining, it turns out. #Actually it isn’t raining.’ 
Moreover, as diagnosed by AnderBois’ (2018) tests for typological properties of miratives, the scope proposition 
under ghikaon must be new information: ghikaon is infelicitous in forgot-and-remembered contexts (4).  

(4) FORGOT-AND-REMEMBERED context: you knew that it is raining all day today, but have forgotten it. At lunch 
break you suddenly remembered that it is raining. 
lahlah loh yu # ghikaon. 
PROG fall rain MIR 

 ‘It’s raining, # it turns out.’      (cf. AnderBois 2018:ex.20) 
Meanwhile, the information need not be unexpected: either expectation-met contexts (5a) or expectation-violated 
contexts (5b) permit ghikaon. However, the level of unexpectedness correlates with the likelihood of having 
surprise intonation: (5b) is more likely to elicit a strong intonation than (5a). 

(5)  lahlah loh yu ghikaon ./! 
  PROG fall rain    MIR 

         ‘It’s raining, it turns out ./!’  
a.✓EXPECTATION-MET context: you trust the forecast that it will rain between 9-11am, but aren’t sure exactly 
when. At 9 you look out the window: it wasn’t raining. Now at 10, you see that it is.   [“.” intonation more likely] 



b.✓EXPECTATION-VIOLATED context: you did not watch the weather forecast, but are fairly confident it won’t 
rain today. This morning at 10 you walk out of your cubicle and see it is raining.        [“!” intonation more likely] 

Crucially, all three mirative properties are predicted by KA: the factivity of KA underlies assertion of p, while 
acquisition requires the information be previously unknown. Expectedness, by contrast, is orthogonal to KA. 
NON-EVIDENTIALITY. The mirative meaning of ghikaon (namely, KA) does not specify evidence type. A ghikaon-
sentence like (1b) is felicitous in any context involving KA—not only evidential contexts (6a-c), but crucially 
also evidence-less “internal reflection” contexts (6d) (Smirnova’s 2013:§3.3). 

(6) Contexts for (1b): You are lying on the top berth of a sleeper train where you cannot see the window. 
a. ✓ INFERENTIAL context: You hear pattering sounds on the train roof. 
b. ✓ REPORTATIVE context: You watch a real-time weather program on your phone, which says it is raining. 
c. ✓ DIRECT context: You climb down and glimpse out of the window and see that it’s raining. 
d. ✓ INTERNAL REFLECTION context: You are a meditation practitioner. You meditate to mentally escape the 
crowded train, during which you have a flash of inspiration that it is raining outside. 

Moreover, though compatible with reportative contexts (6b), ghikaon deviates from typical reportatives in 
requiring speaker commitment to the scope proposition (AnderBois 2014), as shown in (3)1. 
MIRATIVITY AS KA IS TEMPORAL. In SHW, like in Mandarin, temporal reference can be specified with an overt 
Topic Time introduced by a temporal adverbial/clause (Lin 2003 et seq.). Ghikaon scopes under this temporal 
specification, giving rise to a “past-KA” (7a) or a “present-KA” reading (7b). 

(7) Temporal specification of KA 
a. Zohnyih tsónlaon  ngo maon<lah>~maon ngadeu: lahlah loh yu ghikaon.  
 yesterday noon 1SG look<PFV>~ATM outside PROG fall rain MIR 

         ‘[Yesterday at noon]i, I took a look outside: it was raining, it turn-edi out (= it turned out theni / #now)’ 
b. ngo ghieze  maon~maon ngadeu. (Looks outside) lahlah loh yu ghikaon.  
 1SG now look~ATM outside  PROG fall rain MIR 

         ‘I’m taking a look outside now. (Looks outside) It is raining, it turn-si out (= it turned out nowi / #then)’ 
ANALYSIS. I propose (8) as the semantics of ghikaon. Roughly, ghikaon encodes that a proposition p is true and 
is known by the speaker at time t and not before t, where t is to be bound by Topic Time. This captures KA. 

(8) ⟦ghikaon⟧SP = λpλt [p ∧ KNOW(SP, p, t) ∧ ∀t′ ≤t [¬KNOW(SP, p, t′)]] 
Crucially, the semantics of ghikaon does not itself specify unexpectedness. As shown in (5a-b), unexpectedness 
is contributed by a different morpheme, i.e. surprise intonation. I analyze surprise intonation as marking a signifi-
cant-enough change in the conditional probability of the scope proposition q given speaker expectations (9).  

(9) ⟦!⟧SP, t = λq [ΔPt(q) ≥𝑝!"#] 
where ΔPt = P(𝑞|𝐸"#$ ) − P(𝑞-𝐸"#$%&$), 𝐸"#$ = speaker’s expectations at t (Rett & Murray 2013, cf. Rett 
2011), 𝑝!"#= threshold probability differential for triggering surprise intonation in the speaker. 

The conditional probability account for surprise intonation (9) outperforms Simeonova’s (2015) and Salanova & 
Carol’s (2016) degree-ranked focus alternatives account in at least two respects: (i) it allows relevant prior expec-
tations that are not focus alternatives of q; (ii) it can capture interspeaker variation over surprise thresholds. 
IMPLICATIONS. 1. The SHW case not only nicely distinguishes two meaning aspects associated with “mirativity”: 
information-acquisition (8) and counterexpectation (9), but it crucially shows that information acquisition is the 
primary meaning of the mirative morpheme, while counterexpectation, though often co-occurring, is separate and 
additional. 2. SHW also shows that mirativity as knowledge/information acquisition can in principle precede or 
overlap with speech time. Thus, cases such as Bulgarian where the mirative use of the evidential requires 
overlapping acquisition and speech time may ultimately be exceptional. 3. Finally, SHW ghikaon substantiates 
AnderBois’s (2018) typological prediction that propositional mirativity predicates New Information, while further 
suggesting that Counterexpectation is not an essential property. 

 
1 This is a remarkable departure from the diachrony of ghikaon (渠講, lit. s/he-say), suggesting a reportative origin. 
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Reviewing the relative clause attachment preferences in Spanish: what Jabberwocky sentences 
have to say 
Noelia A. Stetie (CONICET / UBA) nstetie@conicet.gov.ar 
 
The study of syntactic processing and sentence comprehension has focused on constructions that are 
structurally complex, such as those with syntactic ambiguities. In a sentence like "The police arrested 
the servant of the actress who was on the balcony", the relative clause "who was on the balcony" 
allows a high attachment, associating the clause to the first name (“the servant”), or a low attachment, 
if it is attached to the second noun (“the actress”). Psycholinguistic studies carried out in the last 
decades have found that attachment preferences present crosslinguistic variation and that Spanish 
speakers tend to high attachment (Carreiras & Clifton 1993, Dussias 2001). Many theories have been 
proposed to account for the crosslinguistic variation on relative clause attachment: Construal (Frazier 
& Clifton 1996), Recency and predicate proximity (Gibson et al. 996), Implicit prosody (Fodor 2002), 
Linguistic Tuning Hypothesis (Cuetos et al. 1996), and Constraint Satisfaction Accounts (MacDonald 
& Seidenberg 2006). The later and some more recent versions like the Experience-based Theories 
(Wells et al. 2009) consider that individual differences based on language experience intervene in 
sentence comprehension processes; they argue that the parser records frequencies and computes 
statistical weights, but there is no consensus on what type of units operate such combinatorial 
frequency: combinations of specific lexical items or specific structural combinations. If we consider 
the lexical frequency, we could expect different verbs to generate specific bias on attachment 
preferences (Alonso-Pascua 2020). Moreover, if we would replace verbs with pseudoverbs and 
deprive subjects of the semantic and frequency information provided by the verb, we should find a 
default attachment preference towards a late closure, according to principle-guided theories. 
To deepen the study of the psycholinguistic processes carried out during sentence parsing in Spanish 
and to test the role of the information provided by the verbs, we conducted a self-paced reading task 
with comprehension questions. We presented sentences with object relative clauses (ORC) in two 
conditions: normal and Jabberwocky –verbs were replaced by pseudowords– sentences. After each 
sentence, participants had to answer a multiple-choice interpretation question. Sample stimuli are 
presented in (1). The task was programmed and performed in IBEX and 147 people were tested (103 
women, M=34.41, SD=13.85). 
 

(1) Sample stimuli: 
a. ORC in normal condition: 

El joven              empujó al sobrino de la maestra que      viajaba        en el barco. 
The young man pushed the nephew of the teacher who was traveling on the boat. 
¿Quién    viajaba   en el barco? a. el marinero; b. el sobrino; c. la maestra; d. la lingüista 
Who was traveling on the boat? a. the sailor; b. the nephew; c. the teacher; d. the linguist 

b. ORC in Jabberwocky condition: 
La periodista pidetró al guardaespaldas del rey     que manfaguió el escándalo. 
The journalist pelled the bodyguard       of the king who detrished the scandal. 
¿Quién manfaguió el escándalo? a. el reportero; b. el guardaespaldas; c. el rey; d. el físico 
Who  detrished the scandal? a. the reporter; b. the bodyguard; c. the king; d. the physicist 
 

Regarding response types, we found a preference towards the second noun-phrase (Graphic 1), that 
is, towards low attachment, but at the same time it seems to place responses at the level of chance: for 
the normal condition, 57% attached low and 43% high. We used Generalized Mixed Effects Models 
for the analysis and didn’t find statistically significant differences on the response types regarding the 
sentence condition (ß0=0.47040, z=1.892, p=0.0585; ß1_Jabberwocky=0.08576, z=0.271, p=0.7867). 
When analyzing the response times (Graphic 2), we found that participants took longer to attach to 
the first noun phrase (M=4392, SD=3749) than to the second (M=3956, SD=3905). We used Linear 
Mixed Effects Models for the analysis of response times and found an effect of condition (normal vs. 



Jabberwocky) and an interaction between type of response and condition (ß0=3898.5, t=17.188, 
p=<2e-16; ß1_NP2=178.3, t=0.870, p=0.38428; ß2_Jabberwocky=628.7, t=2.736, p=0.00689; 
ß1_NP2:2_Jabberwocky=-542.7, t=-1.962, p=0.04989). The condition effect was expected: participants 
answered faster when the sentences were in the normal condition (M=3990; SD=3801) than in the 
Jabberwocky condition (M=4287, SD=3887). Furthermore, there was a statistically significant 
difference for response times for high attachment between both conditions (p=0.0370) and this 
difference was not found for low attachment (p=0.9741). 

Graphic 1 

 

Graphic 2 

 
On the one hand, these results show no offline preference for high attachment in Spanish, as suggested 
by some recent studies (Alonso-Pascua 2020, Hemforth et al. 2015), and considerably longer response 
times for high attachment, which could indicate that, when it occurs, it’s an offline and interpretative 
preference. On the other hand, we didn’t find differences in the attachment preferences between 
normal sentences and Jabberwocky ones. This could suggest that the information carried out by the 
verb doesn’t play a decisive role in attachment preferences. 
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Consequences of lexical variability in toddlers' vocabularies
Caitlin Richter, University of Pennsylvania

Background.     This work calls attention to the substantial diversity in lexical composition of young 
children's vocabularies. While this is evident in some available production data ([6], many reviewed in 
[18]), word-level studies on large datasets emphasise similarity and treat the differences as less 
meaningful [1][13][16].  One exception [12] finds considerable diversity in estimates of group-level 1

variability, though inferred from unfortunately limited access to child data. Today much more CDI data 
is freely available (e.g. Stanford Wordbank), making lexical variability straightforward to measure 
alongside other analyses, and Jaccard similarity can indicate the degree of overlap in children's CDI 
vocabulary. After motivating the need to take lexical-inventory differences seriously, the relationship 
between lexical and grammatical acquisition is explored from this perspective, with discussion of ways 
that existing data can provide stronger tests of hypotheses about language acquisition.
Methods.     MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventory (CDI) questionnaires provide  
parents' reports on which items their children produce within a set of several hundred words, for 
children age 12-36 months learning 12 language varieties. Comparison between two children's 
vocabulary sets is expressed with Jaccard similarity, the ratio of the number of word types that both 
children produce to the number of word types at least one of them produces.  Similarity among a group 2

is described by the average of these pairwise similarity measurements for all pairs in the group [10]. A 
secondary qualitative analysis compares these lexical similarity measurements to morphological 
development courses, in three languages whose CDIs query use of certain morphological elements (like 
English verbal -ing). Finally, a variation-aware test of 
some predictions of Syntactic Bootstrapping [8] 
compares acquisition patterns for mental/belief verbs 
and frequency-matched concrete verbs.
Results.     In 12 languages, average Jaccard similarity 
from the very earliest words up to 250 words is within 
0.1-0.4, indicating that children's vocabulary is highly 
individual (Fig. 1). Morphological acquisition is more 
cohesive within populations; there seems to be some 
particular vocabulary size at which children reliably 
start using an affix (examples in Fig. 2). Finally, within 
the overall appearance of variation in the order of word 
acquisition, some words have more predictable orders 
than others. Fig. 3 shows wide distribution of learning 
times for concrete syntactically-simple verbs; in 
contrast, mental verbs are consistently not learned 
before a certain point, with steeper acquisition 
trajectories like the morphological affixes in Fig. 2.
Discussion.     Measuring Jaccard similarity of children's CDI production inventories can help reframe 
how lexical variability is viewed in word-learning research. A relationship between morphological and 
lexical acquisition is well known, along with a usual order of acquisition for many languages' affixes 

 Research on individual differences focuses on higher-level properties, like proportion of vocabulary items belonging to 1

different parts of speech or various thematic/semantic categories [5][11][15][17]

 This measure artificially approaches 1 in the higher vocabularies, where CDI data is inherently less informative, e.g. 2

children who each know 699 of 700 CDI words will have at least 698 in common regardless of what they know beyond the 
700 test items. However, Jaccard similarity is not underestimated (words in one child's inventory but not another's are truly 
absent from the second), so when it is low this reliably indicates vocabulary differences.

Figure 1. Average pairwise Jaccard similarity 
of words in same-sized inventories. Languages 
vary slightly in the total number of CDI items.
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[4][9][14]. The Jaccard similarity measure (Fig.2) implies that these highly consistent patterns of 
structural generalisation emerge from dissimilar samples of words for each child. In light of such 
variability in the order of lexical acquisition, it is essential to distinguish between proposed statistical 
generalisations about populations vs. proposals about the process of acquisition that are falsified if 
individuals violate their predictions. For example, summary measures like Average Age of Acquisition 
(AoA; when 50% of children know a word) are not appropriate to evaluate word-learning theories like 
Preferential Attachment [7] or Syntactic Bootstrapping [8] despite studies attempting this [2,3,7]. If 
think were among the first 10 words for 15% of children, but delayed until 500 words for the other 
85%, such disconfirmation of Syntactic Bootstrapping would not be detected by AoA, but would be 
clear in Fig.3. Simple analyses can obtain more powerful results from existing datasets by attending to 
the possibility of meaningful variation in lexical acquisition across individuals.
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Figure 3. Verb knowledge as a function of vocabulary size (11 divisions as in Fig.1-2). Mental verbs: 
{think, tænke, tenke}, {wish, ønske, ønske}, with {kick, sparke, sparke} frequency-matched to English 
'wish'. Verbs of perspective, ditransitive: {get, få, få}, {give, give, gi}, with {sit, sidde, sitte) frequency-
matched to 'give'.

Figure 2. Jaccard similarity of inventories, and proportion of children producing specific affixes 
'never', 'sometimes', and 'often', for US English -ing, Norwegian possessive, and Danish dental past 
tense morphology at vocabularies of 10-750 words.
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